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ABSTRACT
The majority of potentially habitable exoplanets detected orbit stars cooler than the Sun, and therefore are irradiated by a stellar
spectrum peaking at longer wavelengths than that incident on Earth. Here, we present results from a set of simulations of tidally–locked
terrestrial planets orbiting three different host stars to isolate the effect of the stellar spectra on the simulated climate. Specifically,
we perform simulations based on TRAPPIST–1e, adopting an Earth-like atmosphere and using the UK Met Office Unified Model
in an idealised ‘aqua–planet’ configuration. Whilst holding the planetary parameters constant, including the total stellar flux (900
W/m2) and orbital period (6.10 Earth days), we compare results between simulations where the stellar spectrum is that of a quiescent
TRAPPIST–1, Proxima Centauri and the Sun. The simulations with cooler host stars had an increased proportion of incident stellar
radiation absorbed directly by the troposphere compared to the surface. This, in turn, led to an increase in the stability against
convection, a reduction in overall cloud coverage on the dayside (reducing scattering), leading to warmer surface temperatures. The
increased direct heating of the troposphere also led to more efficient heat transport from the dayside to the nightside and, therefore,
a reduced day–night temperature contrast. We inferred that planets with an Earth–like atmosphere orbiting cooler stars had lower
dayside cloud coverage, potentially allowing habitable conditions at increased orbital radii, compared to similar planets orbiting
hotter stars for a given planetary rotation rate.
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1. Introduction
Several potentially habitable terrestrial exoplanets have been de-
tected, including Proxima Centauri b (Anglada-Escudé et al.
2016) and TRAPPIST–1e (Gillon et al. 2017), orbiting M–dwarf
stars which are smaller and cooler than the Sun (G–dwarf). The
change in the host star brightness and temperature leads to two
important consequences. Firstly, for a planet to orbit in the hab-
itable zone (Kasting et al. 1993) around an M–dwarf, it must
have a smaller orbital radius (and therefore shorter period) than
that of Earth. Therefore the planet will experience stronger tidal
forces from the host star, compared to the Earth from the Sun,
which is likely to result in the planet’s rotation rate and orbital
period becoming synchronised - known as tidal locking (Pierre-
humbert & Hammond 2019). Secondly, the amount of stellar ra-
diation incident on the planet peaks at longer wavelengths, due
to the lower temperature of M–dwarfs compared to G–dwarfs
(eg. see Joshi & Haberle 2012; Shields et al. 2013; Rushby et al.
2019). Another important difference between G and M–dwarfs
is the occurrence rates and strength of stellar flares, and overall
stellar activity, both being much higher in M–dwarfs (see e.g.
Howard et al. 2018, for Proxima Centauri). This has important
implications for both the atmospheric composition, for example,
in terms of stratospheric ozone cycling (Yates et al. 2020), and
the habitability of planets orbiting such stars. Initial studies have
been performed in 1D (Tilley et al. 2019), but extension to 3D is
required given the assumption of tidal locking for planets such
as TRAPPIST–1e and Proxima Centauri b, resulting in a perma-
nent dayside and nightside, the latter receiving no direct stellar
irradiation. In this work we focus on the differences caused ex-
clusively by the quiescent stellar spectra and reserve inclusion of
stellar activity to future work.
The climates of the TRAPPIST–1 planets (Wolf 2017; Turbet
et al. 2018; Fauchez et al. 2020) and Proxima Centauri b (Turbet
et al. 2016; Boutle et al. 2017; Del Genio et al. 2019; Boutle et al.
2020) have been simulated using different model infrastructures
and exploring different facets of the climate system. The vast ma-
jority of these simulations reveal a similar dynamical structure,
of a dominant, coherent zonal flow, or jet, that transports heat
from the dayside to nightside. However, a direct comparison to
isolate the significance of the spectrum of the host star has yet to
be performed. The effect of stellar type, through differing atmo-
spheric absorption, on cloud, convection and day–night heat and
moisture transport are key in determining the impact differences
in spectra between different stars will have on the planetary cli-
mate.
For terrestrial exoplanets, Yang et al. (2013) demonstrated
that clouds produce a negative feedback extending the inner edge
of the habitable zone. As the overall stellar irradiance increases,
so does convection, cloud coverage and consequently the albedo
on the dayside, thus cooling the planet. This is only possible if
there is a large water supply on the dayside of the planet (e.g. on
an aquaplanet). Yang & Abbot (2014) and Koll & Abbot (2016)
employed two–box (dayside and nightside) models to determine
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what controls the surface temperature. Yang & Abbot (2014), in
particular, showed that the planet’s nightside acts as a “radia-
tor fin” allowing outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) to escape
from the atmosphere, cooling the planet, due to the low level
of high–altitude cloud. This is because on the dayside the wa-
ter vapour and cloud greenhouse effects reduce the efficiency of
the local atmosphere in radiating stellar energy to space. This
energy is instead transported by the atmosphere to the night-
side where there is a strong temperature inversion, and the cloud
greenhouse effect is negligible/reversed, so that infrared energy
is easily emitted to space. Yang & Abbot (2014) showed that
when the emissivity of the nightside is increased, the dayside
surface temperature decreases significantly, whereas increasing
dayside emissivity leads to small increases in temperature.
Boutle et al. (2017) showed that for a simulation of Prox-
ima Centauri b, vigorous convection over the sub–stellar point
acted to transport heat and moisture vertically to the altitude
of the zonal jet. Recently, Sergeev et al. (2020) have explored
the differences obtained when employing various treatments
and parameterisations of convection within 3D simulations of
a tidally–locked terrestrial exoplanet, and performing high–
resolution convection–permitting simulations free from such ap-
proximated treatments. Sergeev et al. (2020) showed that impor-
tant differences in the vertical and horizontal transport of heat
and moisture exist between coarse–resolution, employing con-
vection parametrisations and high–resolution simulations with
explicit convection. However, these studies have not yet been
extended to explore the impact of differing stellar spectra on the
behaviour of the convective transport, cloud coverage and day–
night transport.
The impact different stellar spectra have on a planetary cli-
mate has been studied for rapidly rotating planets (Shields et al.
2013). Shields et al. (2013) found that when holding the total
stellar irradiance received by a planet constant, planets orbit-
ing cooler, redder stars exhibit higher global mean surface tem-
peratures than those orbiting warmer stars. This was due to in-
creased direct absorption of incident stellar radiation by the at-
mosphere for planets orbiting cooler stars. The stellar spectra
of an M–dwarf overlaps considerably more with the absorption
features of CO2 and H2O than that of a G–dwarf, with the for-
mer emitting a larger proportion of radiation in the near infrared
(Pierrehumbert 2010). Shields et al. (2013) also found that the
H2O ice albedo feedback (where, as ice forms, more light is re-
flected from the planetary surface leading to further cooling and
increased ice coverage) was weaker for planets orbiting cooler
stars. This is due to ice albedo’s wavelength dependence, which
decreases with wavelength above 0.5 µm, leading to a smaller
contrast between ice and water (Joshi & Haberle 2012). Shields
et al. (2019) took this further to find that a planet orbiting an M-
dwarf absorbs 12% more incident solar energy than its G-dwarf
counterpart for an Earth–like configuration with a 24 hour ro-
tational period. Meanwhile, Yang et al. (2019b) found that an
increase in atmospheric absorption of stellar radiation led to an
increase in relative humidity at higher altitudes, globally, caus-
ing a significant decrease in OLR.
In this study, we extend on previous works by investigat-
ing the effect that different stellar spectra have on the plan-
etary climate of tidally–locked planets with Earth–like atmo-
spheres, focusing on cooler stars around which current, poten-
tially habitable, targets have been detected. We performed sim-
ulations using the Met Office 3D climate model, the Unified
Model (UM), based on the planetary parameters for TRAPPIST–
1e and a 1 bar N2 dominated atmosphere with 400 ppm CO2.
Further simulations were performed, replacing the stellar spec-
trum of TRAPPIST–1 with that of Proxima Centauri and the Sun,
holding all other parameters constant, and retaining a tidally-
locked configuration. Of course, setting a constant rotation rate
across our experiments would not be physically consistent with
tidally–locked planets obeying Kepler’s laws. However, the ef-
fect of changes in the rotation rate on exoplanet climates has
been well studied (e.g. Merlis & Schneider 2010; Haqq-Misra
et al. 2018; Penn & Vallis 2018; Komacek & Abbot 2019) and
is not our focus here. Additionally, increasing the gravity in a
simulation of a given planet leads to a cooling for cases where a
dilute, radiatively active condensible (such as water in our con-
figuration) is present (Thomson & Vallis 2019; Yang & Yang
2019). Therefore, as we look to isolate the effect that changing
the stellar spectrum has on the planetary climate, we maintain
a constant top–of–atmosphere incident flux, orbital period, at-
mospheric composition, planetary mass and radius for all our
simulations.
In Section 2 we give an overview of the UM (which has
now been employed, and detailed in many exoplanet studies) and
our specific configurations, followed by presenting our results in
Section 3. In Section 3.1 we explore the basic climatology of our
simulations, through the surface temperature and winds. This is
followed by investigation of the moisture and cloud coverage
in Section 3.2, and separation of the radiative, advective, latent
and boundary layer turbulent contributions to the heating and
evaporation/condensation in Section 3.3. Finally in Section 4 we
present our conclusions and discuss both the limitations of our
approach, and the potential implications for the habitability of
tidally–locked planets with Earth–like atmospheres. We find that
planets orbiting cooler stars absorb more shortwave stellar radi-
ation directly in the troposphere, which leads to more efficient
zonal circulation and a smaller temperature gradient between the
day and nightside. The increase in the ratio of radiation absorbed
by the atmosphere compared to the surface results in a dayside
with less vigorous convection - reducing dayside cloud cover and
hence the overall planetary albedo. This results in planets orbit-
ing cooler stars being globally warmer than those orbiting hot-
ter stars. Overall, we find that planets orbiting cooler stars have
larger regions on the dayside that can support liquid water, and
infer that such planets likely maintain habitable temperatures out
to larger orbital radii (and lower overall incident stellar fluxes)
than their counterparts orbiting hotter stars.
2. Model Setup
In this work we use the Met Office general circulation model
(GCM), the UM, which has been adapted to a range of exo-
planet applications and used for a large number of studies cov-
ering hot Jupiters (Mayne et al. 2014a; Amundsen et al. 2016;
Helling et al. 2016; Mayne et al. 2017; Tremblin et al. 2017;
Drummond et al. 2018c,b; Lines et al. 2018b,a; Lines et al.
2019; Sainsbury-Martinez et al. 2019; Debras et al. 2019, 2020;
Drummond, Benjamin et al. 2020), mini–Neptunes/Super Earths
(Drummond et al. 2018a; Mayne et al. 2019) and terrestrial plan-
ets (Mayne et al. 2014b; Boutle et al. 2017; Lewis et al. 2018;
Fauchez et al. 2020; Yates et al. 2020; Boutle et al. 2020; Joshi
et al. 2020; Sergeev et al. 2020). For this work, we follow a
similar configuration to that of Boutle et al. (2017) and Lewis
et al. (2018), based on the Global Atmosphere 7.0 configura-
tion (Walters et al. 2019). The UM’s ENDGame dynamical core
uses a semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian formulation to solve the
non-hydrostatic, fully compressible deep atmosphere equations
of motion (Wood et al. 2014). Processes that occur on a scale
smaller than the size of the grid boxes are parametrised. Con-
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vection uses a mass-flux approach based on Gregory & Rown-
tree (1990), water clouds use the PC2 scheme detailed in Wilson
et al. (2008) incorporating mixed phase microphysics based on
Wilson & Ballard (1999), and turbulent mixing uses an approach
based on Lock et al. (2000); Brown et al. (2008). The simu-
lations were configured as an aquaplanet, using a single layer
slab homogeneous flat surface as the inner boundary (planet’s
surface), which is based on Frierson et al. (2006). It represents
an ocean surface with a 2.4 m mixed layer with a heat capac-
ity of 107 J/K/m2, with no horizontal heat transport. The emis-
sivity of the surface is fixed at 0.985 and the albedo is spec-
trally dependant and varies with stellar zenith angle, based on Jin
et al. (2011). Sea ice formation is not considered in the model,
with the surface remaining as liquid water throughout. The Suite
of Community Radiative Transfer codes based on Edwards and
Slingo (SOCRATES) scheme treats the radiative transfer in the
UM, employing the correlated–k method. SOCRATES has been
adapted and tested for a range of exoplanet configurations (e.g
Amundsen et al. 2014, 2017), but in this work we use a config-
uration similar to that used to study Earth (Walters et al. 2019).
Longwave “planetary” radiation is treated via 12 bands (between
3.3 µm-10 mm) while shortwave “stellar” radiation is treated by
29 bands (0.20-20 µm) with the opacity data obtained from the
NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies1.
As our focus is the effect that different host star emission has
on the climate of a planet, we use input spectra for three different
stars: TRAPPIST–1, Proxima Centauri and the Sun. The stellar
parameters for these stars are shown in Table 1, and their spec-
tra are shown in Fig. 1 (top), generated using the BT-settl model
of theoretical spectra (Rajpurohit et al. 2013). Fig. 1 (middle)
shows the wavelength dependence of the absorption cross sec-
tion for water vapour (blue) (Polyansky et al. 2018) and carbon
dioxide (orange) (Tashkun & Perevalov 2011). The absorption
cross sections were generated using the ExoMol (Tennyson et al.
2016) database, and the ExoCross software (Yurchenko et al.
2018), for an atmospheric pressure and temperature of ~800 hPa
and ~230 K, respectively. The Sun’s emission peaks at visible
wavelengths, whereas TRAPPIST–1 and Proxima Centauri peak
in the infrared, with a larger fraction of the radiation emitted at
>1 µm - the region where carbon dioxide and, particularly, wa-
ter vapour begin to absorb. TRAPPIST–1 is the coolest star and
emits more radiation at longer wavelengths than Proxima Cen-
tauri, for constant total flux. Fig. 1 (bottom) shows the cloud ra-
diative properties. Scattering for both ice and liquid water cloud
remains relatively constant across the stellar spectrum, and thus
the cloud albedo will remain constant between the simulations
for the same cloud distributions. In terms of absorption rates,
both ice and liquid water clouds have global minima at the peak
of the Sun’s stellar spectrum at ~0.4 µm, while Proxima Centauri
and TRAPPIST-1 peak where cloud absorption rates are about 3
orders of magnitude higher. We can thus expect that there will be
increased atmospheric absorption by clouds for the cooler stars.
As discussed, in order to isolate the impact of the differ-
ent stellar spectra we perform three simulations all with the
planetary parameters of TRAPPIST–1e, taken from Gillon et al.
(2017); Grimm et al. (2018) and shown in Table 2, which are
consistent with those used recently by Fauchez et al. (2020).
The simulations use the input stellar spectra for TRAPPIST–1,
Proxima Centauri and the Sun shown in Fig. 1, termed T1:T1e,
ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e, respectively. As our primary focus is in-
1 From directories sp_sw_dsa_ar and sp_lw_dsa_ar at
https://portal.nccs.nasa.gov/GISS_modelE/ROCKE-3D/
spectral_files/
Fig. 1. Wavelength vs the Stellar flux per wavelength (top), received
at the top–of–atmosphere (TOA) for a planet orbiting TRAPPIST–1
(red), Proxima Centauri (cyan) and the Sun (purple), with a fixed to-
tal stellar flux of 900 W/m2. Stellar profiles created using the BT-settl
model grid of theoretical spectra (Rajpurohit et al. 2013) with stel-
lar parameters from Table 1. The middle figure shows the absorption
cross section per molecule for water vapour (blue) (Polyansky et al.
2018) and carbon dioxide gas (orange) (Tashkun & Perevalov 2011)
against wavelength. Absorption cross sections (center) are for pres-
sure of ~800 hPa and air temperature of ~230 K using the ExoMol
(Tennyson et al. 2016) database, generated using ExoCross (Yurchenko
et al. 2018). Also shown are the cloud absorption (pink) and scattering
(green) rates for liquid water (solid) and water ice (dashed). These as-
sume typical cloud droplet radii of 9 µm and 30 µm for liquid and ice
cloud, respectively.
vestigating the effect of differing stellar spectra of our three host
stars, we maintain a fixed total stellar irradiance at the planet. In
practice this requires altering the orbital semi–major axis, with
the values show in Table 1. In reality, we would of course ex-
pect the orbital period to increase with semi–major axis, due to
Kepler’s third law, with a commensurate change expected in the
rotation rate to retain a tidally–locked configuration. However,
as changes in the rotation rate lead to well studied changes in
the circulation and climate (Merlis & Schneider 2010; Penn &
Vallis 2018), we adopt a constant orbital period and angular fre-
quency of rotation. The simulations are also performed at zero
obliquity and eccentricity, consistent with tidal locking. It is im-
portant to note that the simulations ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e are
not designed to represent any particular planet, but solely to in-
vestigate the isolated impact of the different stellar spectra.
All simulations use a horizontal resolution of 2.5◦ in longi-
tude by 2◦ in latitude, with 38 vertical levels between the surface
(z = 0 km) and the top–of–atmosphere (z = 40 km). The ver-
tical levels are quadratically stretched to enhance the resolution
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Table 1. Stellar parameters for TRAPPIST–1 (Fauchez et al. 2020), Proxima Centauri (Schlaufman & Laughlin 2010) and the Sun as well as the
semi–major axis for the planet in our simulations.
Host star Effective
temperature (K)
g (m/s2) Metallicity (dex) Semi–major axis
(AU)
TRAPPIST–1 2600 1000 0 0.02928
Proxima Centauri 3000 1000 0.3 0.04800
The Sun 5700 274 0.012 1.230
Table 2. The parameters used for all planetary configurations, based on
TRAPPIST–1e from Gillon et al. (2017); Grimm et al. (2018); Fauchez
et al. (2020).
Parameter
Stellar irradiance (W/m2) 900
Orbital period (Earth days) 6.10
Angular frequency (rad/s) 1.19×10−5
Eccentricity 0
Obliquity (◦) 0
Radius (km) 5800
Surface gravity (m/s2) 9.12
at the surface. All simulations ran for 8000 Earth days, with a
time step of 1200 seconds, with equilibrium being reached af-
ter 1000 Earth days, as determined through stable global mean
surface temperatures and balance of the top–of–atmosphere flux
(not shown). The data presented in Section 3 are temporal av-
erages from 1000 to 8000 days, and where a vertical coordinate
is used the data are converted from the model height grid to σ,
where σ = p/ps and p is the pressure and ps the surface pressure
for that specific model column. The global average surface pres-
sure for all simulations is 1 bar. The sub-stellar point, the point
closest to the host star, is located at (0,0)◦ and the anti-stellar
point, the point furthest from the host star, is located at (0,180)◦.
Finally, spatial averages are also presented in Section 3, where
dayside averaged quantities include data from −90◦ to 90◦ in
latitude and −90◦ to 90◦ in longitude, and nightside averaged
quantities include data from −90◦ to 90◦ in latitude and −180◦
to −90◦ and 90◦ to 180◦ in longitude. Units given in terms of
days refer to the duration of an Earth day. UM output was pro-
cessed and plotted using Python’s Iris (Met Office 2010-2020)
and Matplotlib (Hunter 2007) packages.
3. Results
In this section we present results from our three simulations:
T1:T1e, ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e. This begins with the basic tem-
perature and wind structure (Section 3.1), before moving to ex-
ploration of the moisture, cloud coverage and the subsequent ef-
fect on the radiation budget (Section 3.2). We finish with the
components contributing to the heat and water vapour budget
(Section 3.3).
3.1. Surface Temperature and Atmospheric Dynamics
A natural metric to describe the basic climatic state is the sur-
face temperature. Fig. 2 shows the surface temperature varia-
tion across latitude and longitude for our three simulations, with
the winds at 10m shown as vector arrows. The left figure shows
the absolute surface temperature for the T1:T1e case, differences
are then shown via a subtraction of the T1:T1e temperature field
from either the ProC:T1e or Sun:T1e results as the middle, and
right panels, respectively. Fig. 2 shows that as the temperature of
the host star increases (left to right) the planetary surface tem-
perature generally decreases. The greatest cooling is seen on the
nightside, predominantly at the equator, with some warming in
the polar regions of the ProC:T1e case. This suggests there may
be an asymmetry between the changes in the meridional and
zonal transport efficiency. The region of the surface above 273 K
is enclosed by the black contour in Fig. 2. These are similar in
magnitude between the T1:T1e and ProC:T1e cases, however the
Sun:T1e case does not have a substantial region of the planetary
surface that may sustain liquid water and may be considered less
habitable as a result. All simulations have similar near surface
winds, showing a convergence towards the sub-stellar point, due
to solar forcing giving rise to a region of intense convection as
discussed in Boutle et al. (2017); Sergeev et al. (2020).
Table 3 shows the spatial average dayside, nightside and
global surface temperatures for the three simulations. The val-
ues in Table 3 confirm that the simulation with the coolest
star, T1:T1e, is the warmest, with the Sun:T1e case exhibiting
the coldest temperatures. The day-night temperature contrast is
smallest for the T1:T1e simulation, suggesting the most effi-
cient day-night circulation of the three simulations, while the
Sun:T1e case has the largest contrast and the weakest circula-
tion. The T1:T1e and ProC:T1e cases have similar temperatures,
with T1:T1e consistently warmer on the order of 1 K. The small
differences in stellar spectra between TRAPPIST-1 and Proxima
Centauri (Fig. 1) may have a small effect on planetary climate,
which is only amplified by larger contrasts in effective stellar
temperature.
The dominant component of the heat redistribution from the
day to night side of the planet, is the zonal jet (e.g. Lewis et al.
2018). Fig. 3 shows the longitudinal (and temporally) averaged
zonal wind for latitude against σ, shown for the T1:T1e (left),
ProC:T1e (middle) and Sun:T1e (right) simulations. The super–
rotating equatorial jet (in red) reduces in magnitude as the host
star increases in temperature (left to right). As shown by Show-
man & Polvani (2010, 2011), the zonal jet is accelerated via
large–scale wave patterns which are driven by the day–night
temperature contrast, and further shaped by the vertical and lat-
itudinal heating gradients. Lewis et al. (2018) also showed that
changes in the radiative properties of the surface, i.e. moving
from bare land to ocean, resulted in a change in the temperature
structure and, thereby, the jet acceleration. In our simulations,
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Fig. 2. A map of the surface temperatures (colour scale) for the T1:T1e simulation (left). The following two plots show the difference in surface
temperature from T1:T1e for the ProC:T1e (middle) and the Sun:T1e (right) cases. A negative difference (blue) indicates a cooler surface than
T1:T1e. Near surface (10m) wind vectors (arrows) are also shown on each plot. The sub-stellar point is located at (0◦,0◦). A contour (black) is
shown for the 273 K surface isotherm, but this temperature is not reached over an extended region for the Sun:T1e case. Note: the difference in
colour scale between ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e. Only the temperature field is subtracted, the winds are the unaltered values for each simulation.
as we move from hotter to cooler host stars there is an increase
in the overall absorption of radiation on the dayside (see Sec-
tion 3.2). One might expect this to result in a larger day–night
temperature contrast for cooler stars, as opposed to the reduc-
tion shown in Table 3. However, as the absorption is dominated
by the atmosphere (as opposed to the surface), this results in a
day–night contrast extending over a larger range of pressures, i.e.
higher into the atmosphere for cooler stars (see Section 3.2). We
speculate that this acts to extend the vertical region over which
momentum convergence acts to accelerate the jet and, indeed,
the jet structure persists over a broader vertical (and meridional)
range for the cooler star simulations, as shown in Fig. 3. The ver-
tical component of momentum convergence has been shown to
be vital for accelerating super–rotating equatorial flows (Show-
man & Polvani 2011) in hot Jupiters, and we have studied the de-
tailed wave responses in these cases (Debras et al. 2019, 2020).
However, we reserve such a detailed study of these simulations
for future work, and here simply note that the jet is stronger for
planets orbiting cooler stars, and the flow acts to transport heat
and, critically, moisture zonally around the planet. Planets or-
biting cooler stars can also have a stronger nightside equatorial
return flow near the surface, as seen in Fig. 2.
Table 3. Mean surface temperatures for global, dayside, nightside
and the temperature contrast (nightside subtracted from dayside), for
T1:T1e, ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e.
Simulation Temperature (K)
Global Dayside Nightside Contrast
T1:T1e 231.2 260.8 201.6 59.2
ProC:T1e 229.8 260.1 199.5 60.6
Sun:T1e 209.4 245.5 173.4 72.1
3.2. Moisture and Cloud in the Atmosphere
Water vapour and cloud play an important role in the radia-
tion budget, particularly in shaping the outgoing longwave radia-
tion (OLR) and determining the contributions of the atmosphere
compared to the planetary surface. Fig. 4 shows the OLR for
our three simulations after subtraction of the longwave surface
emission.
All the simulations show the same pattern of dayside OLR
originating from colder levels in the atmosphere than the sur-
face, due to high–altitude clouds and water vapour. The nightside
OLR indicates emission from warmer levels than the surface due
to cloud and water vapour around the nightside temperature in-
version and the lack of high-altitude cloud. In the rest of this
section we investigate the changes in moisture and cloud cover-
age and use this to understand the changes in radiation emission
between the simulations.
Moisture transport from the dayside to the nightside of a
tidally–locked planet is important, due to its effect on the OLR,
both directly or through subsequent cloud formation (Yang &
Abbot 2014). Generally, moisture is transported upward from
the surface, via convection, in the sub–stellar region also forming
cloud, with the zonal jet transporting moisture (and cloud) hori-
zontally high–up in the troposphere, with subsidence and further
condensation occurring on the nightside (Yang & Abbot 2014;
Boutle et al. 2017; Lewis et al. 2018; Sergeev et al. 2020). To
explore this for our simulations, Fig. 5 shows the column inte-
grated water content as a function of latitude and longitude. The
left panel shows the absolute water vapour column content for
the T1:T1e simulation, while the middle and right panels show
the percentage change in water vapour column content for the
ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e simulations after subtraction of an equiv-
alent T1:T1e water vapour content. However, as the dominant
factor in the moisture content variation is due to the tempera-
ture change through the Clausius–Clapeyron relation, we have
attempted to remove this component. This was done by calcu-
lating the difference in relative humidity of the ProC:T1e and
Sun:T1e cases from the T1:T1e case, and integrating the equiv-
alent water column content as a percentage change from the
ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e cases, respectively. In Fig. 5 we see that
as the host star temperature increases (left to right) the nightside
of the planets get relatively drier, beyond the drying through the
Clausius–Clapeyron relation i.e. a general decrease in the rela-
tive humidity of the atmospheric column, suggesting a decrease
in the atmospheric transport observed in the zonal jets in Fig. 3.
The advection of heat, moisture and cloud from the dayside
results in a nightside temperature inversion (Joshi et al. 2020)
leading to the radiator fin effect discussed in Yang & Abbot
(2014), whose magnitude depends on the opacity on the night-
side determined by the water vapour and cloud content. From
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Fig. 3. Latitude vs σ (pressure divided by surface pressure), showing the zonal wind speed (colour scale), taken as a longitudinal average, for the
T1:T1e (left), ProC:T1e (middle) and Sun:T1e (right) simulations. Positive values for zonal wind (red) represent eastward flow.
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Fig. 5. A map of the column integrated water vapour (mass of water per cross section area, colour scale) for the T1:T1e simulation (left). The
following two plots show the change in water vapour column content for ProC:T1e (middle) and Sun:T1e (right) with the equivalent water vapour
column content of T1:T1e, if it were at the same temperature profile of ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e, respectively at the same relative humidity as
T1:T1e. The percentage is calculated from the total water vapour content of the column. A positive difference (blue) indicates a moister column
than the T1:T1e, removing the effect of the Clausius–Clapeyron relation of q with temperature. The sub-stellar point is located at (0◦,0◦). Note the
difference in scale between ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e.
Fig. 5, we expect the planets orbiting cooler stars to have a
stronger water vapour greenhouse effect on the dayside, but in-
crease the effect of the nightside radiator fin by increasing cloud
content and, hence, the OLR. This can be explored further by
using vertical profiles of the temperature, moisture content and
cloud fraction from our simulations. Fig. 6 shows the hemispher-
ically averaged variation with σ of air temperature (top left),
specific humidity (top right), relative humidity (bottom left) and
area cloud fraction (bottom right). Area cloud fraction is the area
within a model grid box which is covered by cloud.
Firstly, Fig. 6 shows a clear temperature inversion on the
nightside of all simulations (top left), linked to the circulation in
the free atmosphere and radiative cooling of the surface. Addi-
tionally, the day–night temperature difference between the ver-
tical profiles (top left) is also smaller for the cases with cooler
stars below the inversion, consistent with the efficiency of the
day–night redistribution also increasing toward cooler host stars.
On the dayside, with the majority of the atmosphere cooler
than the surface (top left of Fig. 6), greenhouse gases and clouds
decrease the OLR relative to surface emission (shown in Fig. 4).
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Fig. 6. Temperature (top left), specific humidity (top right), relative humidity (bottom left) and area cloud fraction (bottom right) horizontally
averaged over the dayside (orange) and nightside (grey) hemispheres, plotted against σ (pressure divided by surface pressure). These are shown
for all three simulations: T1:T1e (solid line), ProC:T1e (dashed line) and Sun:T1e (dotted line). The left figure also includes the hemisphere
averaged surface temperatures from Table 3 as a l for T1:T1e, a 6 for ProC:T1e and a H for Sun:T1e.
The hemispherically averaged specific humidity is highest at all
levels on the dayside and nightside for the T1:T1e case and low-
est for the Sun:T1e case (top right of Fig. 6). We would therefore
expect a stronger greenhouse effect for the T1:T1e simulation.
For all simulations, on the nightside the combination of the tem-
perature inversion, warmer air temperatures and stronger zonal
transport leads to an increased water vapour and a higher OLR
relative to the surface. T1:T1e is the moistest of our simulations
resulting in the largest increase in OLR due to greenhouse gases,
closely followed by ProC:T1e.
The relative humidity (bottom left of Fig. 6) shows an in-
crease at high altitudes, which is both larger in magnitude and
higher in the atmosphere for the T1:T1e and ProC:T1e simu-
lations compared to the Sun:T1e case. This effect has already
been noted by Yang et al. (2019b), who demonstrated that the
increased high–altitude relative humidity for planets absorbing
more shortwave radiation in the atmosphere resulted in an in-
creased water vapour greenhouse effect and, therefore, a reduc-
tion in OLR. Table 4 shows the TOA radiative effects of water
vapour and clouds for all our simulations. The water vapour and
cloud radiative effects were isolated via extra ‘diagnostic’ radia-
tive transfer calculations, which did not affect the model evolu-
tion. One calculation omitted only the water vapour opacity, and
a second calculation (termed ‘clear–sky’) omitted the cloud ra-
diative effects, both of which can then be compared to the base-
line simulation for all cases to provide the values in Table 4.
For our simulations an increased water vapour greenhouse effect
for planets orbiting cooler stars is also found (as in Yang et al.
2019b), shown in Table 4, top rows, column three, but a clear and
commensurate change in the OLR is not present in Fig. 4, due
to the greater contribution of the cloud coverage to the dayside
greenhouse effect shown in the same table, bottom rows, column
three.
Fig. 6 also shows that the dayside averaged cloud coverage
(bottom right) is largest for the warmer star, with Sun:T1e hav-
ing a ~60% larger peak than T1:T1e and ProC:T1e, at around
σ = 0.9. Cloud coverage on the dayside can cool the planet by
increasing the top–of–atmosphere (TOA) albedo. This is demon-
strated in Table 5 which shows the dayside albedo and total
shortwave absorption as proportions of the total TOA incident
stellar flux, in particular the second column.
The total albedo increases for hotter stars, see Table 5 col-
umn two to four, due to an increase in the albedo of the sur-
face but is predominantly caused by increased cloud coverage,
as seen in Table 4, bottom rows, column two. Table 5 shows that
the albedo is largest for the Sun:T1e simulation and smallest for
the T1:T1e case, which has the lowest dayside cloud coverage
(clouds are equally reflective in each case, see Fig. 1). This is
the dominant cause for the decrease in surface temperatures in
Fig. 2 and air temperatures, with the Sun:T1e case ~15-20 K
cooler for all σ on the dayside in Fig. 6 (top left grey). Cloud
also affects the OLR budget, which can be seen in the cloud ra-
diative effect in Table 4, bottom rows, columns three and four.
On the dayside, cloud increases the longwave radiation retained
by the atmosphere, hence decreasing OLR. However, this effect
is about four times smaller than the shortwave cloud radiative
effect, which is the dominant factor in the overall decrease in
planetary temperature for hotter stars.
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Table 4. The hemisphere averaged top–of–atmosphere (TOA) radiative effect in the shortwave (dayside only) and longwave (dayside and night-
side) for both water vapour (top rows) and cloud (bottom rows), including the net value (sum of three separate terms divided by two) for the T1:T1e,
ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e simulations. A positive radiative effect indicates a decrease in outgoing radiation. Parentheses on the longwave TOA radia-
tive effect are the absolute percentages of the averaged TOA outgoing longwave flux for that hemisphere. The effects of the two components are
isolated using ‘diagnostic’ calculations of the radiative transfer omitting their opacities (see text for explanation).
Simulation TOA radiative effect (W/m2)
Shortwave Longwave Net
Dayside Dayside Nightside
Water Vapour
T1:T1e +28.4 +9.49 (5.06%) -20.9 (16.1%) +8.49
ProC:T1e +29.1 +8.58 (4.67%) -21.5 (17.2%) +8.07
Sun:T1e +5.35 +0.704 (0.533%) -15.1 (20.7%) -4.50
Cloud
T1:T1e -110 +27.0 (14.4%) -4.58 (3.53%) -43.8
ProC:T1e -117 +28.2 (15.3%) -4.07 (3.25%) -46.4
Sun:T1e -189 +40.7 (30.8%) -0.822 (1.13%) -74.5
Table 5. Dayside shortwave radiation budget hemispherically averaged for the top–of–atmosphere (TOA) albedo and the dayside shortwave
radiation absorption (as a fraction of the total TOA incoming shortwave radiation) for the T1:T1e, ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e simulations. The
dayside albedo has been decomposed into an atmospheric and a surface contribution following Donohoe & Battisti (2011). The dayside shortwave
radiation absorption is shown for the atmosphere and surface, with the former decomposed into cloud and water vapour contribution by comparing
the baseline model to the calculations where these radiative effects have been omitted (see text for explanation).
Simulation Dayside TOA albedo (%) Dayside shortwave absorption (%)
Total Atmosphere Surface Atmosphere Cloud Water
Vapour
Surface
T1:T1e 28.8 28.0 0.767 43.0 12.2 15.5 28.3
ProC:T1e 30.6 29.8 0.790 41.1 11.0 15.3 28.3
Sun:T1e 54.8 53.6 1.24 11.5 4.38 2.77 33.7
Table 6. The outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) budget for the dayside
and nightside as a percentage of the non–reflected shortwave radiation
absorbed by the planet, shown for the T1:T1e, ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e
simulations.
Simulation OLR budget (%)
Dayside Nightside
T1:T1e 59.1 40.9
ProC:T1e 59.5 40.5
Sun:T1e 64.5 35.5
On the nightside, OLR is increased through cloud radiative
effects. Near the surface, there is more cloud for the Sun:T1e
simulation than the two other cases (Fig. 6, bottom right). Near
surface cloud has a smaller effect on cloud radiative effect as
the cloud temperature is more similar to that of the surface com-
pared to the rest of the temperatures below the inversion maxima.
Due to the nightside temperature inversion, the atmosphere at σ
> 0.2 for all simulations is warmer than the planetary surface
and thus radiating heat to space more efficiently, increasing the
cloud radiative effect and cooling the planet. The T1:T1e and
ProC:T1e cases both have more cloud between 0.6 < σ < 0.9,
compared to the Sun:T1e case, which leads to an increase in the
nightside OLR relative to the clear–sky case, shown in Table 4
(bottom rows, column four). The radiator fin effect is stronger,
for planets with more efficient day-night circulation, due to an in-
creased nightside cloud and water vapour content. Table 6 shows
the TOA outgoing radiation budget as the dayside and nightside
OLR as a proportion of the non–reflected shortwave radiation.
Table 6 demonstrates an increase in the proportion of total radi-
ation emitted by the planet coming from the nightside for cooler
stars. This might suggest that planets orbiting cooler stars, which
we have shown have generally more efficient circulation, would
overall be cooler. However, our simulations show the reverse,
where the cooler host star results in an overall warmer planetary
climate, showing that the changes in dayside cloud albedo are
the dominant mechanism (Yang et al. 2013). This can be seen
clearly in Table 4, bottom rows, where the shortwave dayside
cloud radiative effect is largest and dominates the net cloud ra-
diative effect, which also increases with host star temperature,
leading to the largest planetary cooling.
Table 5 shows that the shortwave reflection (albedo) on the
dayside is largest for Sun:T1e and smallest for the T1:T1e simu-
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lation. Donohoe & Battisti (2011) was used to determine the at-
mospheric and surface contributions to the TOA dayside albedo,
with the atmosphere as the dominant contribution at ~97.5% for
all simulations. The surface contribution has been significantly
attenuated by the atmosphere, reducing the surface albedo by
~90% of the actual value for all the simulations. The majority of
this atmospheric albedo is produced via cloud scattering, which
is the dominant contribution to TOA shortwave cloud radiative
effect compared to cloud absorption (Table 4, bottom rows, col-
umn two). The remaining outgoing radiation budget, emitted
as longwave radiation, may be distributed between dayside and
nightside emission and is shown in Table 6. The proportion of
radiation remaining increases in favour of emission on the day-
side for planets orbiting hotter stars, as demonstrated by the in-
creased day–night surface temperature contrast, seen in Table 3.
This occurs even with an increase in cloud suppressing longwave
emission on the dayside (Table 4, bottom rows, column three).
The water vapour greenhouse effect has the opposite effect, de-
creasing with hotter stars (Table 4, top rows, column three), but
has a smaller effect compared to cloud.
On the nightside, both cloud and water vapour increase the
nightside OLR emission due to the temperature inversion (Ta-
ble 4, column four) enhancing the radiator fin effect. For water
vapour this effect in terms of the total radiation budget decreases
for cooler stars, but when compared to the total nightside OLR
(parentheses) it increases with host star temperature. For cloud,
this decreases for both interpretations and their combined effects
contribute ~20% of the nightside OLR. The nightside radiator fin
effect is thus dominated by the day–night temperature contrast of
the surface, rather than the overall cloud/water vapour structure
in the atmosphere, which maintains a similar contribution to the
total nightside OLR.
The global net TOA water vapour radiative effect (Table 4,
column five) is an order of magnitude smaller than the net cloud
radiative effect and changes sign between the M–dwarf and G–
dwarf orbiting simulations. Table 4 shows that in T1:T1e and
ProC:T1e water vapour has a net warming effect on the global
budget, while in the Sun:T1e case, water vapour has a net cool-
ing effect. The difference is mainly attributed to the decrease in
shortwave absorption (Table 4, column two) for hotter stars, but
also the decrease in water vapour greenhouse effect stemming
from the decrease in moisture in the upper atmosphere on the
dayside (Fig. 6).
3.3. Heat and Moisture Budgets
To further isolate the key or dominant processes we have sep-
arated the various contributions to the atmospheric temperature
and specific humidity changes. Fig. 7 shows the hemisphere av-
eraged heating rates, or temperature increments as a function of
σ, for the dayside (left figures) and nightside (right figures). For
the dayside radiation (top left, Fig. 7), direct stellar radiation
heats the atmosphere of the T1:T1e and ProC:T1e cases, pre-
dominantly, for 0.2 < σ < 0.9, at ~2 K/day, with the stellar heat-
ing of the atmosphere significantly reduced in the Sun:T1e case.
For the T1:T1e and ProC:T1e simulations the region where σ
< 0.7 is close to radiative equilibrium (planetary radiation bal-
ances with stellar radiation), which is not the case for Sun:T1e
until much higher in the atmosphere, σ . 0.3. The atmospheric
absorption of stellar radiation is further quantified in Table 5,
which shows the dayside atmospheric absorption as a proportion
of the incident TOA shortwave radiation. This is nearly 4 times
larger for the T1:T1e compared to the Sun:T1e case, with the
T1:T1e atmosphere absorbing 1.9 % more stellar radiation than
the ProC:T1e case.
The direct heating of the mid to upper troposphere by cooler
stars leads to an increase in convective stability in the T1:T1e
and ProC:T1e cases, reducing the vertical transport of mois-
ture, and thus, the height and magnitude of the latent heating
term on the dayside (bottom left, Fig. 7). This is supported by
the dayside cloud coverage shown in Fig. 6, with the Sun:T1e
case exhibiting more cloud at σ > 0.5 than both the T1:T1e and
ProC:T1e cases. As a result of a reduced atmospheric absorp-
tion of non–reflected shortwave radiation, the Sun:T1e case ex-
periences an increased proportion of (non–reflected) stellar radi-
ation absorbed at the surface on the dayside (Table 5, compare
columns five and eight), compared to the simulations with cooler
host stars. This leads to a larger turbulent flux heating the bound-
ary layer, which is balanced by latent cooling from evaporation
of precipitation falling from increased cloud and advective cool-
ing (bottom left, Fig. 7). The shortwave atmospheric absorption
has been isolated for both cloud and water vapour, in Table 5
(column six and seven, respectively). Although the effect of both
are of a similar order of magnitude for each simulation, for plan-
ets orbiting M-dwarfs, water vapour has a larger contribution to
atmospheric absorption than clouds, while the opposite is true
for G–dwarfs. The remaining contribution to shortwave atmo-
spheric absorption is carbon dioxide, which is held at a constant
concentration in our simulations.
On the nightside (right figures, Fig. 7), advective heating is
balanced by cooling via the planetary radiation emission. Advec-
tive heating comes from transport of heat from the dayside, pro-
ducing the temperature inversions seen in Fig. 6, and is largest
for the T1:T1e case, which follows from the stronger equatorial
jets seen for planets orbiting cooler stars (Fig. 3). The relatively
dry atmosphere on the nightside, and lack of stellar heating at the
surface, result in small latent heating and boundary layer contri-
butions (bottom right, Fig. 7).
Similarly to the temperature increments, we have isolated the
contributions from different physical processes to the moisture
budget in our simulations. Fig. 8 shows the rate of change of
specific humidity in a similar format to Fig. 7. On the dayside
(left, Fig. 8), turbulent mixing transports water vapour from near
the surface to the mid–troposphere (0.5 < σ < 0.85), where it
condenses, precipitates and then evaporates again in the bound-
ary layer (σ > 0.85). The large scale transport is strongest for the
T1:T1e case, which can be seen in the specific humidity incre-
ment due to advection. Cool dry air is advected returning from
the nightside near the surface and moist warm air is transported
vertically, reducing moisture near the surface. The T1:T1e simu-
lation has the largest nightside advection of water vapour (right,
Fig. 8), with the smallest found in the Sun:T1e case. On the day-
side, advection reduces specific humidity near the surface. The
minima for the specific humidity increment due to advection is
largest for the T1:T1e and ProC:T1e cases, potentially due to
a stronger return flow from the nightside. Latent and boundary
layer effects occur deeper in the atmosphere for the Sun:T1e
case, compared to the remaining simulations, suggesting con-
vection becomes deeper for hotter host stars. On the nightside
(right, Fig. 8), moist air is transported in, by advection from the
dayside, where it condenses to form nightside cloud. The cloud
forms mainly around σ = 0.7, where it descends to near the sur-
face, as seen in Fig. 6 where cloud area fraction is highest there.
Our results have isolated the effect that different host star
spectra have on the simulated planetary climate of a tidally–
locked, terrestrial exoplanet, with a modern day Earth-like at-
mosphere. With all else held constant, a planet orbiting a cooler
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Fig. 7. The rate of change of temperature, or heating profiles, known as temperature increments, plotted against σ (pressure divided by surface
pressure), for the T1:T1e (solid lines), ProC:T1e (dashed lines) and Sun:T1e (dotted lines) simulations, for each component process. The processes
shown are atmospheric absorption of stellar radiation (orange, top figures), thermal emission/absorption of planetary radiation (grey, top figures),
large scale circulation/advection (pink, bottom figures), latent heating/cooling of water (blue, bottom figures) and turbulent mixing (green, bottom
figures). The day and nightside hemispherically averaged values are shown in the left and right figures, respectively. Note: the different x–axis
limits and in equilibrium, the net heating is zero.
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Fig. 8. The rate of change of specific humidity, known as specific humidity increments, plotted against σ (pressure divided by surface pressure), for
the T1:T1e (solid lines), ProC:T1e (dashed lines) and Sun:T1e (dotted lines) simulations, for each component process. The processes shown are
the large scale circulation/advection (pink), condensation/evaporation (blue) and turbulent mixing (green). The day and nightside hemispherically
averaged values are shown in the left and right figures, respectively. Note: the different x–axis limits and in equilibrium, the net specific humidity
change is zero.
star like TRAPPIST–1 or Proxima Centauri absorbs more radia-
tion directly in the atmosphere, compared with a planet orbiting
the Sun, similar to the results of Shields et al. (2013) for rapidly
rotating non–tidally–locked planets. Increased atmospheric stel-
lar radiation absorption leads to a decrease in the proportion of
radiation absorbed by the planetary surface and an increase in
static stability and decrease in convection, leading to reduced
dayside cloud coverage. This decreases the albedo, and leads
to a warmer planet, with the T1:T1e simulation globally 1.4 K
and 21.8 K warmer than the ProC:T1e and Sun:T1e cases, re-
spectively. The day–night temperature and atmospheric moisture
content contrast is also smallest for the T1:T1e case.
4. Conclusions
We have used the Met Office 3D GCM to compare simulations
of the climates of a planet orbiting three different host stars, two
of which are M-dwarfs known to have near Earth sized planets
orbiting in their habitable zone, with the third being the Sun, a G-
dwarf. We assume an Earth–like atmospheric composition, and a
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tidally-locked state. With the stellar irradiance, and other plane-
tary parameters held constant, planets orbiting cooler stars expe-
rience an increased proportion of incident radiation absorbed di-
rectly by the troposphere, compared to the surface. This is due to
the increase in cloud, water vapour and carbon dioxide’s ability
to absorb stellar radiation when orbiting cooler stars. This leads
to an atmosphere that is more statically stable, reducing dayside
convection and thus cloud coverage, compared to hotter stars.
For these planets orbiting hotter stars, increasing cloud coverage
increases the planetary albedo, decreasing the overall proportion
of radiation absorbed by the planet, but maintains a lower ra-
tio of atmospheric to planetary surface absorption. The reduc-
tion in albedo leads to planets orbiting cooler stars to be glob-
ally warmer, with more efficient atmospheric transport of heat
and moisture from the dayside to the nightside, due to stronger
equatorial jets. This decreases the ratio of dayside to nightside
OLR. We find that the combined contribution of water vapour
and cloud to the nightside radiator fin effect is enhanced to a sim-
ilar degree for all stellar types, contributing ~20% of the night-
side OLR for M– and G–dwarfs. Overall, for planets near the
outer edge of the habitable zone, and with an Earth–like compo-
sition, those orbiting cooler stars may be considered more hab-
itable than similar counterparts orbiting hotter stars, as they are
likely to have a larger surface region that can support liquid wa-
ter.
It is important to note that all our simulations adopt the
current planetary parameters estimated for TRAPPIST–1e, with
the stellar spectrum then varied. The total stellar irradiance is
held constant by varying the orbital semi–major axis only be-
tween simulations, yet a tidally–locked configuration is retained.
Therefore, the two additional simulations irradiated by Prox-
ima Centauri and the Sun are not designed to represent any real
planet, and indeed the resulting rotation rate will be inconsistent
with the orbital period and tidally–locked state (as the rotation
period should increase with semi–major axis for a tidally–locked
planet). We have designed our simulations such as to isolate the
impacts of a different host star spectrum on the simulated plane-
tary climates.
Our methodology, however, has important limitations which
must be addressed with additional research beyond the scope of
this study. As M–dwarfs are more active than G–dwarfs, and the
planet must orbit closer to the host star to intercept similar stel-
lar flux levels, the impact of flares and high energy radiation
must be considered (see for example Tilley et al. 2019). Con-
certed studies in 3D are required to explore the interaction of the
stellar activity with the atmosphere, and in particular the poten-
tial impacts on the O3 distribution, given that tidal locking gives
rise to a permanent day and night side, the latter never receiv-
ing direct stellar radiation. This work has begun for quiescent
host stars (Yates et al. 2020), and we are working on extend-
ing it to include host star activity. Furthermore, in our simula-
tions the atmospheric composition has been kept constant in a
simplified Earth–like configuration. It is clear from our own So-
lar System that terrestrial planets can have extremely different
compositions. As in this study we are focused on the impacts
of stellar spectra on climate and potential implications on habit-
ability, we base our work on the only, currently known inhabited
planet, Earth. However, Earth has sustained life through very dif-
ferent atmospheric compositions given the the first evidence of
life on Earth is from at least as early as 3.7 Ga (Rosing 1999;
Hassenkam et al. 2017).
Additionally, potentially important climate pro-
cesses/mechanisms have also been omitted such as atmospheric
chemistry (e.g. ozone in Yates et al. 2020), land–surface impact
(e.g. Lewis et al. 2018), dust (e.g. Boutle et al. 2020), ocean
heat transport (e.g. Yang & Abbot 2014; Yang et al. 2019a;
Del Genio et al. 2019) and, perhaps sea or land ice (Rose et al.
2017). In particular, Yang & Abbot (2014) and Del Genio
et al. (2019) found that ocean transport also acts to reduce
the day–night temperature contrast. Inclusion of ocean heat
transport would be expected to decrease our predicted day–night
temperature contrasts and dayside convection. However, the
ocean transport is sensitive to the land/ocean configuration
(Yang et al. 2019a). Additionally, ice formation may lead
to a cooling of all our simulations, if it were included, and
potentially increase the differences between the M–dwarf cases
and the simulation using the Sun, due to the higher ice albedo
under G–dwarf stellar spectra (Shields et al. 2013). However,
as ice formation might well be limited to the nightside, its
effect on the overall climate of a tidally–locked planet could be
small. The reduction in ice albedo when moving from hotter to
cooler host stars suggests their orbiting planets may be more
resistant to entering a “snowball” state (Rushby et al. 2019),
which has occurred at least three times for Earth (e.g. Lenton
& Watson 2011). Several studies have questioned whether the
climate of tidally–locked planets can exist in a stable regime
and avoid atmospheric collapse (Kasting et al. 2014; Turbet
et al. 2018). The reduced day–night temperature contrast found
in our simulations irradiated by cooler host stars may aid their
atmospheric stability.
The adoption of a fixed, Earth–like atmospheric composi-
tion also neglects the impact of the stellar irradiation on the
long–term evolution of the atmosphere, which is required to de-
termine the likely atmospheric composition. However, this is a
difficult and poorly constrained problem (Bolmont et al. 2017;
Dong et al. 2018). Finally, we have not considered the impact of
life itself. The presence of life on terrestrial exoplanets may fun-
damentally alter the atmospheric composition (Nicholson et al.
2018; Vecchio et al. 2020), as has likely happened throughout
Earth’s own history (Lenton & Watson 2011; Lenton et al. 2018).
We must also consider that photosynthesis on Earth is highly
adapted towards the spectra it receives and the consequences this
may have on the evolution of life (Lingam & Loeb 2019; Lingam
& Loeb 2020).
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